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Behavioral Mechanisms in Evolutionary Ecology shows how a mechanistic approach unites
various levels of biological organization to provide a broader understanding of the biological
bases of behavioral evolution. Behavioral Mechanisms in Ecology will meet the teaching and
reference needs of an extremely broad audience of professional biologists. Multiple behavioral
mechanisms explain niche choice by the fungus Our first hypothesis was that the pre-biting
behavior was important for positioning zombie ants in the precise niche observed during
earlier studies at our field site [ 20, 23 ].
The field of behavioral ecology is relatively new, having evolved from a combination of
classical ethology, as developed by Lorenz and Tinbergen, and population ecology. Now for
the first time, a single author integrates the vast literature on animal ecology and behavior into
a Author: Douglass H. Morse.
Because behavioral ecology is an inherently evolutionary subject, much of the way in which
practitioners study behavioral ecology is structured around evolutionary mechanisms and
adaptive explanations of behavior. Behavioral Mechanisms in Ecology Douglass H. Morse "If
I were able to express enthusiasm for only a single volume each year, this seasoH's choice
would be Morse's Beha•,ioral Mechanisms. Yet, behavioral mechanisms for coexistence of
multiple carnivore species remain poorly understood. The challenges of studying large,
free?ranging carnivores have resulted in mainly coarse?scale examination of behavioral
strategies without information about all . Our earlier papers emphasized evolutionary and
ecological implications of behavioral syndromes as well as the potential for behavioral
syndromes to serve as a conceptual bridge integrating proximate mechanisms (genetics,
development, and neuroendocrine mechanisms) with the ecology and evolution of behavior. In
behavioral ecology, adaptive behavior is any behavior that contributes directly or indirectly to
an individual's reproductive success, and is thus subject to the forces of natural selection.
Examples include favoring kin in altruistic behaviors, female selection of the most fit male,
and defending a territory or harem from rivals.
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